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I. Introduction 

(4 

1. On 13 May 1964 the Royal OoveI%tx?nt of CamhodSa addressed a c laint to the 

President of the Security Council (s/5697) in connesion with "the rapeated acts of 

aggression by United States-South Vietnamese forces ageinst the territory and the 

civilian population of Cambodia". The Security Council - 19 y 1gJ4 to 

examine the Cambodian complaint, which it decMed to pl on its . 

2. The question was then considered by th@ Secur%ty etinp held 

from 19 May to 4 June 1964; on the latter date, at its 1 

adopted the following resolution (S/5741): 

eti , the Council 

"The Security Council, 

"Considering the complaint by the Royal Government of Catribodia in 
document s/5697. 

"NOM-the statements made in the Council in regard to this complaint, 

"Noting with regret the incidents which have occurred on Cambodian 
territory and the exWlAng situation on the Cambodian-Vietnamese frontier, 

'?aking note of the apologies and regrets tendered to the Royal 
Government of Cambodia in regard to these incidents end the loss of life 
they have entailed, 

"Noting also the desire of the Governments of the Kingdom of Cambodio 
and thxblic of Vi&-Nam to succeed in rcstorlng their relations to a 
peaceful and normal state, 

"1. kplores the fncidents caused by the penetration of units of the 
&my of the Republic of Viet-Nam into Cambodian territory; 

l'2. Requests that just and fair compensation should be offered to the 
Royal Government of Cambodia; 

n- 3. Invites those responsible to take all appropriate measures to 
prevent any further violation of the Cambodian frontier; 

"4. Requests all States and Authorities and in parttcular the members 
of the Geneva Conference to recognize and respect Cambodia's neutrality and 
tertitorial integrity; 
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-.. . 6 ixtcr collsulti of the Secnrit;~ Council, the President ommunced 
in a note of 5 June Ivory Coast and Morocco bed 

il~~ssion to be sent to the X2Ingdcm 
of Cambodia and the in accordance tith paragraph 5 of the 

Security Council resolution, to report to the 

5. Ti?e Governments of SxW.l, the IVOPJ Coest end rocco designated the 

following representatives to serve as 

nt of Brcmil ap~~~er~ H.E. Pie Cornea, assador of Brazil to 

Mexico; the Goverment of IComceo appointed H.E. Eey Ould Sidi 

Permanent Representative of Morocco to the United EMtions; and the Goverment of 
the Ivory Coast appointed Hr. EIoise Aka, Counsellor of the Permanent Misslon of 

the Ivoq Coast to the United Rations. 

7= The Hission thus constituted held its first working meeting on 17 June 1564 

(see Press Release SC!/L%Oll) and selected H.E. Ambassador Sidi Raba as its 

Chalman. 

8. The Secretary-General of the United Rations appointed Mr. J.F. Engers of the 
Executive Office of the Secretaq-General as Principal Secretary of the Hission 

and assigned Mr. Z. Kuzbari of the Department of Political and Semrity Council 

Affairs to serve as Political and lufomation Officer of the MiSSiOXL 



II. Itineraq- 

(a) Audience with H.R.H. Prince Norodom Sihanouk 

9 ..- Before leavin; for Cambodia, the Mission received an invitation from 

H.R.H. Prince Norodom Sihanouk, Head of the Cambodian State, LO at,:end 3 >FOrZfilg 

dinner on 22 June 1964 at Nice, France. The matters discussed rel&SeZ to :.he 

Mission's terms of rei'erence and the organisation of the visit to Cr:Llbodic. 

10. The members of the Mission note with satisfaction the posi'Live at;ifu;:t taken 

by H.R.H. Prince Norodom Sihano*& during the discussion, end they uelccme this 
opportunity of thanking hi? for his hospitality and for the facilities c&ended 
to them in regard to the arrangements for ,their visit to Cambodia. 

(b) Visit to Cambodia 

.LA. The members of the Mission arrived at Phncn Penh on 26 June 196& end were met 
by H.E. &II. Huot Sambnth, Minister for Foreign Affairs, accompanied by 
representatives of the Minister for National Defence, the Xnister for National 

Security and Ground Defence and the Minister for the Intericr. 

12. During its visit, from 26 June to 5 July l!#+, the Mission held ,:cnversations 

with H.H. Prince Norodom ibntol, Chairman of the Council of Ministers, t:nd also 
held several working meetings with H.E. the Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

13. The Mission also visited the places where the frontier incidents described 

below occurred: 

6) 

(ii) 

The village of Man:: (province of Kompong Chax), where considerable 
damage caused by the bombing of 4 February lg&!: is still clearly visible. 

The Commander of the First Military Region of Caxbcdiz stated that 
during this attack five persons (three women and two children) had 

been killed, six civilians had been krounded, lives-Lock had been killed, 
and dwellings had been destroyed; 

The hamlet of Toey, which was attacked on 7 May 1964. The Commander of 
the First Military Region said that seven provincial cdnrds !xxd been 
killed, and the Mission found evidence OS catcrpillzr tracks Gf ~rlX.Wred 

vehicles and bomb craters; 
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(vii) The hamlet of Koh Sko (province of Prey V&g). 
had been attacked very recently (24 June 1564), 

(Tanoy), where the 
is still visible; 

In this village, which 
the RAssfon saw the 

remains of burnt-out dwellings and -grenades which had been 

abandoned unused. 
14. The Mission also opportunity, on 1 July 4, durin.= a helicopter 

flight in th@ direction of ivong, to observe the C cdian-Vietnamese frontier 

along the Vinh-T6 canal for a distance of about eighty IdkXetreS~ 

(c) Visit to the Republic of Vie'c-fdaa 

15. The Mission then proceeded to Saigon, arriving there on 5 July 1964. It 

was met by LE. Dr. Phan Huy Quat, the ifinister for Foreign Affairs, and 
representat%ves of the finistries of Defence and the Interior* 

16. On 6 July 1~64 the Fission was granted an audiecce by H.E. the Read of 
State, General Euohg Van Minh, and had several talks with General Nguyen khan, 

Prime Minister aud Chairman of the Revolutionary Wlitary Councfl~ 

/ l . . 
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J-7. In. addition, a number of working meetings were arranged with the Y&r&&r 
for Foreign Affairs and his staff, who outlined the point of view of toe 

Government of the Republic of Viet-Nsm, thus giving the et-s of the Mission 

8 better picture of the various factors involved in the present situation. 

'&e General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Republ.ic of Viet-Ram aso provided 

the Mission with very useful additional infOrr;iatiOn. 

18. in Rursuance of its terms of reference, the Wssion visited the region 
of Ddat, (where at the National Geographic Institute it was given an account by 

the military authorities of the characteristics end peculiarities of the Cembodian- 
Vietnamese frontier), and the regions of Chau-Dot and Pleiku. 

J-9. The members of the Mission would like to make special. mention of the cordial 

reception they received throughout theti travels and the understanding shown 
towards them in their conversations w%th the various members of the Government. 

20. The Mission left Saigon on lh July l$h and arrived back in Wew York on 

17 ~uiy 1964. 

III. Compliance with the Mission's terms of reference 

(a) General study of the frontier situation 

2X. Under paragraph 5 of the resolution of 4 June ?@h, the Security Council 

instructed the Mission to visit the Kingdom of Cambodia and the Re'pubiic of 
Viet-Nsm and the places where the most recent incidents had occurred in order 
to consider such measures as might prevent any recurrence of such incidents. 

22. At the invitation of the Royal Government of Csmbodia, the Nission visited 
the scenes of the main incidents on which the complaint by the Royal Gover.nment 

of Cambodia was based (S;/56%). 

23. The representatives of the civil and military authorities of Cambodia gave 

the members of tne Xission detailed explanations on the spot concerning the 
events which had taken place and also supplied information on the nature of tne 
terrain and the topography of the frontier areas. 

24- F'ull info-rmation was g'iven in reply to all questions asked by the members 
of the Mission, and the Mission is grateful to the Cambodian authorities for 

the efficiency of the travel arrangements, which allowed it complete freedom to 
ascertain the facts on the spot. 

I 
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25. Sir.ce the Securi%y Council, in its resolutiou of 4 &me l$b, stp.tcc L-i;s 
views fairly apcciflcel~- in rqar -i;a tht;hs i.:+:ents 52 r,UCsQpY, <he f.xs$i*;l sic 

not consfiler itself ca On to express 33 oplnior- on -C-e fcietr; el:uierate& b- 
the Royal Gcverment crf (2x2 a in its c lai;?S. It can szste, hcxevcr, that 
the e*tidence collecte" . air:, the facts note ri the spot coufirm that the pesolutfon 
adqkeci by the Security Cwncil im opportwc2. Furthcrmre the -&sits naid to the 
Ca33x?tEiall are25 barcleping Vie", gave the idlission a bz-Lter uz&xsZandifig of 
the s5.tusti.01~ in that area. 
26. fn responce to the inv t&on of t"ne Gover nt of the Republic of Viet-%m, 
which ::as anxious tkt *be Mission shai3.d &n an accura<e picture of the nature 
0P the frontier on the Vietnzese side and the problem it presents, the Xission 
also visited cow2 of the frontier districts izl that country. 

27. It should be pointed out, however, that the visits to Cazkdian areas Trerc of 
a different nature frczz those paid to areas in Viet-Rm. The fomer were carried 

cut strictly in accordaxe xLtL the instructions give2 in the Security Co~wcil 
resolution,, FThereas the latter were proaqtec?. by the Kissio2's desire to collect 

inforz-?at.t;ion which :rould be of value in the preparation of its repor-t. In both 
cases, the visits served to enlighten the Missioi? as to ~:ays and i?caus of 

preventing a lecurrence of the incidents which the Security Council deplwed and 
;rhioh have heightened the tension beixeea the lxo cow-itries. 

b ) =-;W;-rLzcL- -r;t"l the b:o Gover;W1i% an the broader issues underlyin,? 
. . 6 

23. The Ykksion considered that the violation.:, of the Cmbcdian frontier vere the 

symptom rather than the cause of the strained ,welations bettreen the two countries; 

it accordingly examined a mEbe+ of s,7ecific propczals desigwd to *era-re those 
relations. 

29. The Missioh's efforts can accordingly be classified in txo categozicc: those 

aimed at improving the situatioz along the frontier and tiiose designed to ease the 

tension bekreen the two comtries. 

30. The Missior. held franl: aud detailed ilscusaions on b&ii these iSSueS with 

tie Governments of the Truro countries. ilhat fcl.lom reflects their respective 

positions as x&e knom to the Mission. 



IV. Positions of the two Governments on the questions in dispute 

31. The Mission notes that the two Governments reaffirmed their desire to i 
relations and took the view that the resumption of political relations broken off 

on 26 August 1963 would be a significant contribution touards reducing tension 
between their two countries. 

32. In addressing itself to this question, however, the Mission could not help 
being aware that, in addition to the ancient rivalries and suspicions between the 

two countries, there acre findamental differences between the policies each ha-,cld 
clccicd to xlopt. C~bodis hnn chosen n polfcy of neutrol~ty. The Republjc! 
of Viet-Nam has made a different 

conflict whfch brought the great 

Such choices are inherent in the 
that both Governments are firmly 

choice by unequivocally taking sides in the 

Powers face to face in that pert of the world. 
principle of sovereignty and the Hission found 

resolved to see that their choice is respected. 
33. The Kingdom of Cambodia considers itself bound and covered by the Geneva 

Agreements of 1954, whose signatories took note of its Declaration of neutrality. 
At the same time the Government of Cambodia, while a&ring the Geneva Conference 

Powers to meet in orr3er to recognize and guarantee Cambodia's neutrality and 
territorial integrity, is prepared, pending the convening of the conference, to 
accept its nefghbours' assurances in the matter on a bilateral basis. 

34. Conversely, the Republic of Viet-Nam takes a different view 09 those 
Agreements - of which it is not a signatory - and is indeed opposed to the idea 

of a new Geneva conference. 
35. The Mission nevertheless found that, notwithstannding their divergent views 

on this fundamental issue, neither Government considers that these should 
constitute an obstacle to the resumption of normal peaceful relations between the 
two countries. 

36. Thus the Government of the Republic of Viet-Nam has informed the Mission that 
it recognizes the neutrality ~,f Cambodia and undertakes to respect it. 

37. The Royal Government of Cambodia, in turn, has assured the Eission that it 

intends to refrain from any interference in the domestic affairs of the Republic 
of Viet-Nam and that it has no territorial claims against that country. 

33. The Royal Government of Cambodia nevertheless feels obliged to point out that 

the Republic of Viet-Nam, in a note of 12 March 1960, laid claim to the islands 
lying off the coast of Cambodia opposite the town of Kep and under Cambodian 
administration. 
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39. The Royal Hssion that t wit awal of 

litical relations between the two countries 

ia receive satisi"action on this 
point, it intimates its villi gotiations with the Government of 
the Republic of Viet-F other outstanding problems, including the 
delimitation and mark 

40. The Mission broached t off-shore islands with the leaders of 

Republic of Viet- on several occasions is able to report that the 
nt of that c rtance to the problem and 

does not intend to raise it. In ition, that Gover nt s a itself quite 
favourably disposed t t to reach a satisfactory settlement of the 

question throu e;OOdWill GU this point 
would make for a general sett nt regerding the delimitation of the land frontier. 

41. The Mission found that the Gover nt of the Republic of Viet-Ram attaches 
considerable importance to the last-mentioned problem. It submitted to the Nission 

a large body of documentation ing to prove not only that the Csmbodian- 

Vietnamese land frontier is not clearly marked on the ground but also that it is 

not properly defined on the maps which were drawn by the Geographic Service of the 

former French Indo-China end were used in the preparation of the maps published and 
currently used both by the Kingdom of Cambodia and b;r the Republic of Viet-Nam. 

The competent authorities of the Republic of Viet-Nsm drew attention, in particular, 

to discrepancies of detail in regard to the frontier line in the 1/1oO,OCO and 
l/4CO,OOO maps prepared by the above-mentioned Service. Rut it should be pointed 

out that the discrepancy between the two maps affects only an extremely small area- 
42. The Government of the Republic of Viet-Nem proposes that the two countries 
should, by joint agreement, fix the line of their common frontier on the basis of 

a reference map chosen by both Parties end should then mark out this line on the 
ground. The Republic of Viet-Nsm considers that-the completion of this task will 

help considerably to prevent-further frontier incidents. 
43. The Royal Government of Cambodia does not attach the same importance to the 

question of delimiting and marking the frontier. In particular it argues that the 

I 



absence of frontier marks had no direct bearing on the most recent incidents to 
which the Security Council resolution refers. It maintains that the frontier can 

be adequately identified by the ethnic type of the inhabit nts, the kind of 

vegetation and the style of the dwellings. The Royal Goverment of C odia is 

nevertheless prepared to enter into negotiations with the Government of the Republic 
of Viet-Naiu in order to settle the question of the frontier line, as soon es 

political relations have been resumed. 

44. In view of the facts as stated by the two Parties, the Kission reached the 

conclusion that there is no territorial dispute betireen the two countries so far as 

the land frontier is concerned. 

(c) Question of international supervision of the frontier 

45. When requesting the Geneva Conference Powers to meet in order to recognise and 
guarantee the neutrality and territorial integrity of their country, the Cambodian 

Head of State and the Royal Government of C?mboclia declared that with that end in 
view they would be ready to agree to general supervision of the frontier by the 

International Cownission for Supervision and Control established by the Geneva 

Conference of 1?54. It is t'ne view of the responsible Cambodian authorities that 

the new conference should widen the powers of the International Con!mission so as 
to enable it to exercise the effective control which Cambodia desires. 

46. While stressing this point the Royal Government of Cambodia is not unaware, 
however, that in the existing international situation it would hardly be feasible 

to convene the Geneva Conference, at any rate in the immediate future. 
47. In view of this, and pending the convening of the Conference, 

H.R.H. Prince Xorodom Si'nanouk and the Royal Cambodian Government informed the 
Mission that as an earnest token of their good faith the Royal Government would 
agree to the dispatch of United Nations civilian observers if so decided by the 
Security Council. It should be understood however that such unarmed United Nations 
observers, whose nationalities would be subject to the approval of the Royal 

Government, would in no sense replace the International Commission for Supervision 

and Control, which would carry on its task as usual. 
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observers to cross 

the rich countries ai& should not 

base for the Viet-Con 
Governwnt of Ca 

question and feels that it 5ed of before any action 

taken with regard to the di of observer 

50. !the Mission*5 view is 
the implel?;entation of the re zlaatzLxllrsdebe10wconcerniagthe aisp&tchofa 

group of UzFted Xations observers. 
51. The Government of the Republic of Viet- has put forward some other proposals 

for reducing the risk of further frontier incirleats. It-has proposed inter alia 

"the ea"Lblishment of an internationaJ. police force, or of a group of observers 
with suSficient personnel ana resources to keep the frontier area 

surveillance". anwhile, the Gove nt of the RepubLic of VZet-Barn assured the 

Mission that it was prepared to accept measures of 3n, 31 kind which, II' objectively 

and impartially applied, would help to improve the situation between the two 

countries. 

v. Conclusions 

52. !I!he Mission believes that it has established the existence of important 

factors which could serve as a basis for a solution of tne various problems at 

issue. Undoubtedly the two Governments have divergent views on a number of these 

problems, but it is clear that they are both animated by 3 spirit of g~~dtill 
and are anxious to reach concrete, even if limited, agree&eats. 



53. The Mission found that the two Governments are aware of the need to 

an effort to reduce the tension between their two countries. Rence, for 3 
the Government of the Republic of Viet-Ram has assured the SSiC22 

armed forces will avoid approaching too close to the frontier in o 

any possibility of frontier violation. 
54. Ibe situation iii the frontier region nevertheless remains strained, a 
Mission welcomes the fact that the two Governments have taken a positive 
ana have contemplated measures to reauce the risk of further incidents. 

there are substantial differences between the views exp ei r siaee, 

nevertheless there are still points which could ba adapted as a basis for a 

solution accepteble to both Farties. 
55. The two main problems to be solved are the resumption of political relations 

and the dispatch of international observers. 
56. As to the first of these problems, the Hission considers that it would be 

unrealistic to ignore th&t fact that there are differences in political outlook 
between the two Goverments. The obstacles to normal relations derived mainly 

from pride and mutual distrust - the outcome of age-old rivalries; the different 

historical circumstances in which the two States obtained their independence; 
and more recently, the divergent paths they have chosen in the matter of 

international politics. 
57. Despite this, the two countries are aware of the geographical realities 

which make it necessary for them, as neighbours, to live on good terms. Indeed, 

inter-penetration exists at all levels of the two countriest national life. !there 

is a Khmer minority living in the Republic of Viet-Ram, Just as there is a 
Vietnamese minority in the Kingdom of Cambodia. The Kekong is not only the 

natural highway linking the two countries; it is also a fount frcm which could 
rise up great nuclei of prosperity essential for the well-being and progress of 

all of the region's inhabitants. 

58. Moreover, as the Mission was able to note, both countries have declared 
that they have no claims,with respect to the cczuon land frontier. Each State 

undertakes to respect the territorial integrity and the political system of the 
other. Ihe Mission considers that the goodwill thus expressed on both sides 

constitutes a hopeful start towards the resumption of normal political relations 
between the two countries. 

/ . . . 
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5% The Mission is compelled, however, to mention the prob 

islands, which Cambodia raises as a prior condition for the res 
relations with the Republic of Viet-Nam. The re 

subject is felt to be sufficiently conciliatory to justify the hope on t 
part of the Mission that this question 2511 be satisfactorily disposed of duri 
the first'contacts established between the two Gover nts. 

60. It should be noted that the resumption of political relations would be 

bound to lead to negotiations with a view to nts on such 

delimiting and marking of the frontier. 
61. While it is not in a position to say how far the lack af frontier 
may have played a part in the recent incidents, the Mission is of the view that 
anything that could be done to remedy the present inadequate marking FTould be 

most helpful in preventing frontier conflicts or regrettable incidents such as 
have taken place on Cambodian territory. 
62. As regards the principle of international supervision in the frontier area, 
each of the Parties has made its views on this subject perfectly clear. 
63. The Cambodian proposal was conceived in a spirit of evident gccdwill, and 

the Mission believes that, taken as a whole, the proposal represents a real 

contribution to the problem. The Mission has therefore felt that it shculd 

recommend the Security Council to consider a formula that uould embrace that 
proposal by establishing a United Nations observer group, its functions to be 

as defined in paragraphs 47 and 48 of this report. 
64. The ways and means of applying such a formula kould, however, have to be the 

subject of negotiations at a later date. The Mission did not feel called upon to 
initiate negotiations of this kind; it considered that the Council itself should 

have a thorough study made of all the points concerning the application of the 

formula. 
64. As to the proposals regarding international supervision put forward by the 
Republic of Viet-Nam, the Mission considers that inasmuch as they go beyond what 

is acceptable to the Kingdom of Cambodia, they might not constitute a basis for 
an agreement between the two countries. 
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e to establish a 
should entrust the 

this decision in e ation xith t Security Council; 
That the Recur 

lit of Viet- to adopt whatever 
measures are necessary to br ion of the political . 

relations broken off in Augg 
That the Security Council s 

standing, approved by the two Part&es, to arrange for a preliminary 
meeting between the two Cover nts for the purpose of re-establishing 
relations bett;een the two countries and the resumption of talks 

on matters in dispute, particula the delimitation and marking of 

the c n frontier: 
That the Security Council s take note of the assurances given to 

the Mission by the Gove lit of Viet that the 

Vietnamese armed forces have been issued definite instructions that 
every precaution is to be taken to avoid any risk of frontier ViOlatiOnS; 

That the Security Council should take note of the statement by the 

Government of the Republic of Viet-Ram that it recognizes and 
undertakes to respect the neutrality and territorial integrity of the 

Kingdom of Cambodia. 
Done at United Rations Headquarters, Mew York, on 27 July 19%. 

Dey Culd Sidi Baba, 
Representative of Morocco, 
Cha.irman 

- Manuel Pi0 Correa, 
Representative of Brazil 

Moise Aka, 
Representative of the IVOW Coast 


